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1) Import the offer by the webstore 

2) Edit the offer   

1. Vehicle part  

2. Offer part  

3. Equipments part  

4. Options part 

5. Import price   
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You can create an offer automatically by the webstore by this way :  
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You select the vehicle that you want and you import it. You can use filters to find vehicles. In the Vehicle 

Type field, they’re 3 “Drive” and 2 “Hippos” type.    
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Then you go at LTR Offers tool offer and Edit the offer imported.     
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Few fields are automaticaly generated but you have to fill others because they are mandatory. Description 

field is the SEO meta-description. Type Name field isn’t display in Front Office, so you can fill what you 

want, for example « car » or « van ».  
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In the Technical Caracteristics the Promotion text field is the text under the offer price in the front office. And 

the Description field is the description of the offer. The Version field is not important.  
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In the Pictures part configuration, firstly you have to select the model offer and after select the pictures you 

want to display. The best is to select 5 pictures max. You can generate automatically by Izmocar search engine 

or import your pictures.  
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Then you have to configurate the Offer. You select the Type Offer that you want. The ID field is the number in the 

core leasing system that serves as a reference. You have to be able to send it to the salesforce webform. 

If it’s a promotional offer you can select the dates that you want to display promotional offer.  

Legal notices field is the text under the “adjusting price box” in front office. And the Priorize field it’s for priorize  

offer that you want to display in the same offer type, 1 is the highest priority and 4 the least.  
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You have to mentionned Down payment LTR / Mileage per year LTR / Duration in Default Price part in 

Offer configuration. You have to fill Old Price EXC VAT field if you want to mention an old offer price. And 

Cut Price field for a new one. The Default service pack field is the pack name (only for pricing by offer)  

and the Promo label field is marketing flag taxonomy.  
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This part is for equipments which are directly delivered and technical characteristics of the vehicle. For the 

Equipments part configuration you don’t have to fill fields, they’re automatically generate by the taxonomies 

(only if you import offer by Webstore catalog).   
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In the last part Options & Services, there is the same taxonomy than previously. Finally you have to select for 

which Segment the offer is, this field defines in which tab the offer will be visible. 
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Finaly, when your site is configured you can import your price.  

You can import the XML file by this way to import automaticaly prices.  
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In the LTR Offer tools Offers you can also add a LTR Offer and edit by yourself the configuration of an 

inexistent offer.  

By this way : Content  Add Content  Offer LTR 
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With an MTR offer :  

• It is not possible to use IZMO Cars images, you have to add them 

manually 

• The Services are to be selected and configured in the Setting Sites 


